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Improved electron-photon spin conversion efficiency is a key component of technological platforms for optospintronics integration in information processing; this concept is based on optical devices transmitting and receiving spin information superimposed on light. Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) are the most promising materials for optospintronics devices; however, in addition to their weak room-temperature luminescence, their electron-photon spin conversion efficiencies are lower than 50%. Here, we present semiconductor QDs embedded in quantum wells (QWs) containing quasi-QDs. The proposed semiconductor hybrid nanosystem with gradual quantum dimensionality reduction demonstrates luminescence one order of magnitude stronger than that of conventional QDs and an electron-photon spin conversion efficiency of almost 80% at room temperature. Optical characterization reveals that efficient carrier capture, suppressed depolarized-spin reinjection, and quasi-three-dimensional quantum confinements in the QWs facilitate the highly efficient electron-photon spin conversion. This study constitutes a significant advance towards the realization of QD-based spin-functional optical devices for electron-spin-based quantum information platforms.


I. INTRODUCTION

Data traffic is increasing exponentially on a yearly basis as a result of recent developments in cloud computing [1,2], the Internet of Things [3,4], and artificial intelligence [5,6]. This trend is problematic, however, as power consumption associated with data transmission continues to increase explosively. In current information processing and optical communication technology, electrons and photons are utilized as information carriers [7,8]. The spins of these carriers are used as information memory and generate no electric power consumption. Therefore, ultra-low power-consumption electronic circuits can be realized by utilizing spin for electronic information processing; this is known as spintronics [9–11].

To date, there has been much breakthrough in metal-based spintronics, such as magnetic data storage and memory applications through giant and tunnel magnetoresistance in layered magnetic structures [12,13]. In contrast, utilization of semiconductor spintronics promises more versatile applications, such as optical spin devices [14,15] and better integrability with traditional semiconductor technologies than metal-based spintronics [16,17]. Semiconductor spintronics can also bridge next-generation spintronics-based information processing and optical interconnection by photoelectric spin conversion, which is a key technology toward an on-demand transmission of large amounts of information. However, in the semiconductor quantum wells (QWs) used for optical devices, rapid spin relaxation at room temperature is unavoidable [18,19]; this yields spin information loss, i.e., low electron-photon spin conversion efficiency. Therefore, there is a strong demand for light sources that can retain spin information during light emission at room temperature. Group III-V semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) are known to be the most promising materials for the light sources because of the excellent optical properties [20] and the suppressed carrier spin relaxation [21–25] obtained via their three-dimensional quantum confinements. Up to now, time-resolved optical spin orientation measurements in (In,Ga)As QDs have been performed to study the temperature dependence of the electron-spin relaxation mechanism in QDs [26–29]. A recent study of (In,Ga)As QD ensembles revealed that at temperatures above 140 K, the electron-spin relaxation can be accelerated by the reinjection of depolarized electron spins from the adjacent barriers after a thermal escape from the QDs [28]. A p-doped capping barrier was found to suppress the relaxation of the re-injected electron spins due to the weakened D’yakonov-Perel’ (DP) spin relaxation in the barrier, leading to the
enhanced electron-photon spin conversion efficiency of QDs [29]. However, the room-temperature luminescence intensity of the QDs was extremely weak as a result of the dominant thermal escape of carriers. Therefore, an appropriate design of the quantum structure surrounding the QDs, such as the barrier height and quantum confinements, is necessary for the room-temperature operation of optical spin devices.

The QD-in-QW (DIW) structure has demonstrated superior optical properties to conventional QDs because the QW promotes the capture of carriers into QDs and suppresses the thermal escape of carriers out of QDs at high temperatures [30,31]. Because of these characteristics, the thermal quenching of QD luminescence, which becomes dominant at temperatures above 200 K [32], can be greatly suppressed. For spin-related properties, the DIW structure may improve the electron-photon spin conversion efficiency of QDs. Since the conversion efficiency depends on the electron-spin relaxation in the layers surrounding the QDs [28], the DIW structure has the potential to realize a high performance due to the better spin conservation in the QW compared to the bulk. However, there remains a problem to be solved toward highly efficient conversion at room temperature. Note that the electron-spin relaxation time of the GaAs/(Al, Ga)As QW is known to be as short as several tens of picoseconds at room temperature due to the dominant DP spin relaxation [18], which is one order of magnitude shorter than the radiative lifetime of QDs [33]. This value is almost the same as the electron-spin relaxation time of 42 ps for the GaAs bulk [34]. Therefore, toward the practical application of QD-based optical spin devices, it is highly required to embed the QDs in a nanostructure with a stronger quantum confinement than the QW to suppress the DP spin relaxation, which degrades the room-temperature electron-photon spin conversion efficiency.

In this study, we propose a concept of a DIW-based nanostructure, referred to as QD-in-quasi-QD. For an (In, Ga)As/GaAs/(Al, Ga)As DIW structure with a thin QW, an (In, Ga)As quasi-QD is found to be created within a GaAs QW as a result of the wide In distribution around the (In, Ga)As QDs. This semiconductor hybrid nanosystem with gradual quantum dimensionality reduction exhibits luminescence that is one order of magnitude stronger than that of conventional QDs, along with an electron-photon spin conversion efficiency of almost 80% at room temperature compared to 50% for conventional QDs. This higher conversion efficiency is mainly derived from the suppressed relaxation of electron spins reinjected from the QW containing quasi-QD, where the electron-spin relaxation time is as long as approximately 200 ps due to the quasi-three-dimensional quantum confinements. This study is also the exploration of the electron-spin properties in the DIW structure, and provides a comprehensive understanding of the mechanism of the obtained high performance by investigating the electron-spin dynamics ranging from 6 to 293 K.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The self-assembled In$_{0.5}$Ga$_{0.5}$As/GaAs QDs and the In$_{0.5}$Ga$_{0.5}$As/GaAs/Al$_{0.15}$Ga$_{0.85}$As DIW samples are grown using an EIKO molecular beam epitaxy system on semisolating GaAs(001) substrates with a 400-nm-thick GaAs buffer. Two types of DIW sample are studied: Al$_{0.15}$Ga$_{0.85}$As/GaAs/In$_{0.5}$Ga$_{0.5}$As QD/GaAs/Al$_{0.15}$Ga$_{0.85}$As 30/16/2.1/14/30 and 30/9/2.1/6/30 nm, hereafter labeled as DIW-30 nm and DIW-15 nm, respectively. The In$_{0.5}$Ga$_{0.5}$As QDs and the GaAs cap layer are grown at 773 K, and all other layers are grown at 853 K. Reference In$_{0.5}$Ga$_{0.5}$As QDs are prepared under the same growth conditions, and additional QDs are grown on the cap layer for structural characterization via atomic force microscopy (AFM). The AFM analysis of QD structures revealed an areal density of 1.3 × 10$^{10}$ cm$^{-2}$ with a 22-nm average diameter (see the Supplemental Material [35]). Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) samples are prepared via a standard bulk-pick-up method using a focused ion beam instrument. The STEM analysis is performed using an aberration-corrected FEI-Titan Cubed electron microscope equipped with an energy-dispersive x-ray (EDX) detector and operated at 300 kV. High-angle annular dark-field STEM (HAADF STEM) and brightfield STEM (BF STEM) imaging are utilized in combination to image the nanostructure surrounding the QDs. In addition, EDX analysis is used to map the atomic species inside and around the QDs.

The circularly polarized photoluminescence (PL) and its time-resolved spectra are measured using a streak camera combined with a spectrometer under circularly ($\sigma^+$) polarized excitation at 6–293 K. Both the excitation and detection directions coincided with the sample growth direction. A mode-locked Ti:sapphire pulsed laser with an 80-MHz repetition rate, less than 100-fs pulse width, and 10-nm spectral width is used as the excitation source. The excitation laser spot diameter is approximately 0.1 mm. The full width at half maximum of the laser-pulse time response curve is 10 ps. For polarization-resolved optical characterization, a linear polarizer and quarter-wave plate are inserted into the excitation (detection) beam paths to generate (detect) circularly polarized excitation (emission). For PL measurements of the reference QD and DIW samples, the excitation energies are tuned to 780 nm (1.59 eV) and 700 nm (1.77 eV) at 6 K, which is above the band gap of the GaAs and Al$_{0.15}$Ga$_{0.85}$As barrier. These excitation energies are changed in a stepwise manner with increasing temperature and according to the band-gap shrinkage. The excitation powers of the reference QD, DIW-30 nm, and DIW-15 nm are 0.85, 2.5, and 5 mW, respectively. Under this excitation condition, the
integrated QD PL intensities, which corresponded to the number of carriers injected into the QDs, are almost identical at 6 K. The electron-spin polarization \( P_e \) generated in the GaAs or in the Al\(_{0.15}\)Ga\(_{0.85}\)As barrier is expected to be 50%, based on the optical-transition selection rule [36]. Here, the PL circular polarization degree (CPD) is defined as \( \text{CPD} = (I_{\sigma^+} - I_{\sigma^-})/(I_{\sigma^+} + I_{\sigma^-}) \), where \( I_{\sigma^\pm} \) denotes the \( \sigma^{\pm} \)-polarized PL intensity. The CPD measured in QDs reflects \( P_e \), because the hole spins are rapidly depolarized in a barrier with a spin relaxation time of less than 1 ps [37,38], and QD PL mainly involves the heavy-hole state, because of the large splitting between the heavy-hole and light-hole states in (In, Ga)As QDs [39].

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

During formation of a DIW structure, an intermediate structure of inhomogeneous composition is expected to exist [30,31]. Therefore, we performed cross-sectional HAADF STEM and EDX analysis to explore the intermediate structure formed within the GaAs QW, as shown in Figs. 1(a)–1(f). The In atoms are found to be widely distributed in the stacking direction around the QDs. The In distribution is also confirmed from BF STEM images, in which dark regions mainly indicated the presence of In atoms (see the Supplemental Material [35]). The reference QD exhibited the truncated pyramidal shape characteristic of (In, Ga)As QDs [40]; however, this shape became close to ellipsoidal as the QD base length is retained but the QW thickness is decreased. These results indicate the formation of intermediate (In, Ga)As layers within the GaAs QW particularly for DIW-15 nm, as illustrated in Fig. 1(g).

The realized DIW structure can provide three advantages for electron-photon spin conversion at high temperatures: (i) efficient capture of carriers into QDs [30,31];
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**FIG. 1.** Structural characterization of the DIW containing quasi-QD. (a),(b) HAADF STEM images and EDX elemental maps of (c),(d) In and (e),(f) Al for DIW-30 nm and DIW-15 nm, respectively. (g) Schematic illustration of the conduction band profile in the semiconductor hybrid nanosystem with gradual quantum dimensionality reduction. The highly efficient electron-photon spin conversion achieved in the proposed nanosystem is attributed to blocked reinjection of the depolarized spins from the adjacent QW (blue dashed arrow) due to efficient radiative recombination, along with suppressed relaxation of the reinjected electron spins (black solid arrow) due to the quasi-three-dimensional quantum confinements at the quasi-QD state. (h) Schematic illustration of the DIW structure indicating wide In-atom distribution around QDs. An intermediate (In, Ga)As layer corresponding to a quasi-QD with quasi-three-dimensional quantum confinements is formed within the GaAs QW.
(ii) suppressed reinjection of depolarized spins due to efficient radiative recombination in the QW (this originates from stronger overlap of the carrier wave functions compared to that of the bulk material); and (iii) suppressed relaxation of reinjected electron spins owing to the quantum confinement in the QW. In this study, an intermediate layer having a quasi-zero-dimensional electronic nature is formed within the QW, as illustrated in Fig. 1(h). The broad distribution of the In atoms around the QD creates a deep energy potential within the GaAs QW, yielding both lateral and vertical quantum confinements. Therefore, the intermediate layer behaves as a quasi-QD.

In Figs. 2(a)–2(c) we show contour maps of the temperature-dependent PL intensity as a function of photon energy. The PL emission is from the wide energy regions including the QD ground state (GS) and excited states (ESs). No substantial difference in the QD GS is observed for the different samples, although the QD GS of DIW-30 nm is slightly shifted towards a higher energy (see the Supplemental Material [35]); this is likely due to the lower In composition of the QDs in that sample. In Fig. 2(d) we show the PL peak energy as a function of temperature. At temperatures below 100 K, the emission energy followed the band-gap temperature dependencies obtained by Varshni’s law with the appropriate parameter for In$_{0.5}$Ga$_{0.5}$As [41]. However, the emission energy decreased with increasing temperature above 100 K, at a rate faster than that given by Varshni’s law. This fast redshift can be explained by carrier activation and transfer from higher- to lower-energy QDs via the GaAs layers [42]. The peak energy is constantly lower than that given by Varshni’s law for the reference In$_{0.5}$Ga$_{0.5}$As QD. However, the redshift decelerated for the DIW samples. Note that the emission energy became constant at temperatures above 160 K for DIW-15 nm. With increasing temperature above 150 K, the PL properties are dominated by the electron-phonon scattering; this yielded a monotonic increase in the PL linewidth (see the Supplemental Material [35]) and a lower emission energy decrease rate [43]. These findings indicate termination of the electron
thermal redistributions via carrier activation and transfer at the lowest temperatures for DIW-15 nm; i.e., less thermal energy is required for electron delocalization due to the formation of intermediate (In, Ga)As layers within the GaAs QW. Hence, the electron-phonon scattering became more dominant at high temperatures for DIW-15 nm, yielding a constant emission energy. This behavior is observed at higher temperatures for DIW-30 nm.

As shown in Fig. 2(a), dramatic PL quenching appeared at approximately 200 K for the reference QD, where the QD luminescence at room temperature became two orders of magnitude weaker than that at 160 K. This result is in good agreement with a previous finding for InAs/GaAs QDs [32]. The results for the DIW samples, however, indicate a sharp contrast, as PL quenching is significantly suppressed [see Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)]. In Fig. 2(e) we show the integrated PL intensity of the QD ES as a function of temperature, where the QD ES is defined as the energy range of 1.36–1.40 eV at 6 K. The analyzed QD ES energy range shifted with changing temperature in accordance with Varshni’s law. Two activation-energy components are apparent. The first component of approximately 20 meV corresponds to the energy difference between the QD ESs based on the three-dimensional quantum simulations, where the QD diameter determined by AFM analysis [44] and the nonuniform composition inside the QD [45] are taken into account (see the Supplemental Material [35]); these simulations are performed using the nextnano commercial software [46]. Thermal excitation of the electrons induced PL quenching due to the decrease in the radiative recombination efficiency, which is attributed to the weakened overlap of the electron and hole wave functions. Note that, for the reference QD, the second activation energy of 86 meV is related to electrons escaping from the QD ES to nonradiative recombination centers through the GaAs barriers [42,47]. For DIW-30 nm, the activation energy is much larger at 142 meV, and is within the range of the calculated energy difference between the QD ES and the Al_{0.15}Ga_{0.85} barrier (see the Supplemental Material [35]). This result indicates weakened thermal escape from the QDs, i.e., thermally escaped electrons are recombined with the QWs to the QDs and subsequently recombined with the holes. It should be noted that the second component of DIW-15 nm is only 70 meV, smaller than that of the reference QD. The thermal excitation to the intermediate (In, Ga)As layer within the GaAs QW and the subsequent radiative recombination are responsible for the smallest activation energy, as explained below.

We observed PL emission from the GaAs QWs for the DIW samples at 6 K (see the Supplemental Material [35]). The GaAs PL intensity of DIW-15 nm is four times stronger than that of DIW-30 nm, demonstrating the higher radiative recombination efficiency in that QW. In Fig. 2(f) we show the ratio of the GaAs PL intensities to those of the QD ESs as a function of temperature. For the reference QD, the ratio is independent of temperature. For DIW-30 nm and DIW-15 nm, the ratio increased dramatically with increasing temperature above 200 and 120 K, respectively. Note that the GaAs PL intensity became comparable to that of the QD ES at 293 K for DIW-15 nm. The thermally escaped electrons tended to recombine with the holes in the QW because of the high recombination efficiency. Hence, the re injection of thermally escaped carriers is significantly suppressed for DIW-15 nm.

Next, to explore the electron-photon spin conversion efficiency, spin-polarized light emission properties are studied. Generally, $P_e$ in a semiconductor can be described in the simplest form by the rate equation [36]

$$P_e = \frac{P_0}{1 + \tau_r/\tau_s}.$$  (1)

Here, $\tau_r$ and $\tau_s$ denote the radiative lifetime and electron-spin relaxation time, respectively, and $P_0$ is the initial electron-spin polarization during injection into emissive states, which depends on the degree of electron-spin relaxation during injection. In this study, the term $(1 + \tau_r/\tau_s)^{-1}$ is referred to as the net electron-photon spin conversion efficiency of QDs.

In Figs. 3(a)–3(c) we show contour maps of the temperature-dependent CPD of the PL as a function of the photon energy for the examined samples. The CPD measured in the QDs reflects $P_e$, as explained above. At 6 K, we observed the maximum $P_e$ of 60%–70% for the QD ES (see the Supplemental Material [35]); this is higher than the initial polarization of 50% optically generated in the barrier. This $P_e$ amplification is due to selective relaxation of the minority spins from the QD ESs to the QD GS relative to the blocked relaxation of the majority spins due to Pauli blocking [48]. In Fig. 3(d) we show the averaged $P_e$ of the QD ES as a function of temperature. The $P_e$ values of the reference QD and DIW-30 nm decreased dramatically with increasing temperature above 50 K and became only 5%–10% above 200 K. In contrast, a $P_e$ of 20–30% accompanied by strong luminescence is obtained for the wide energy region of DIW-15 nm at temperatures above 200 K, as shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). In Fig. 3(e) we show the circularly polarized time-integrated PL spectra and the corresponding $P_e$ measured at 293 K. The $P_e$ of DIW-30 nm is slightly higher than that of the reference QD (230 K), whereas that of DIW-15 nm more than doubled. We also found that the GaAs $P_e$ reached 10% for DIW-15 nm compared to 0% for the reference QD. This result clearly indicates significant suppression of electron-spin relaxation in the GaAs QW.

To quantitatively reveal the origin of the enhanced $P_e$, we performed a time-resolved analysis of the PL and $P_e$ of the QD ESs. The circularly polarized PL time profiles and the corresponding $P_e$, measured at 293 K, are shown in Fig. 4(a). Here, the $P_e$ decay time constant corresponds to half
FIG. 3. Contour maps of temperature-dependent Pe as a function of photon energy for (a) the reference QD, (b) DIW-30 nm, and (c) DIW-15 nm. The energy regions surrounded by the white dashed lines indicate the In$_{0.5}$Ga$_{0.5}$As QD ES focused on in this study, which is shifted with changing temperature in accordance with Varshni’s law with the appropriate parameter for In$_{0.5}$Ga$_{0.5}$As [41]. The areas surrounded by the yellow dashed lines show the temperature and energy ranges where the PL intensities larger than 1200 are obtained in the PL intensity maps of Figs. 2(a)–2(c). (d) Averaged Pe values of QD ESs as functions of temperature. (e) Circularly polarized time-integrated PL spectra and corresponding Pe values of DIW-30 nm (left) and DIW-15 nm (right), measured at 293 K. For comparison, the corresponding Pe of the reference QD measured at 230 K is indicated by the gray symbols.

the electron-spin relaxation time constant in a conventional spin-split two-level system [26]. The resulting $\tau_s$ for DIW-30 nm is 202 ps, compared to 140 ps for the reference QD (230 K). For DIW-15 nm, $\tau_s$ is further increased to 307 ps. This value is one order of magnitude longer than the room-temperature value for the GaAs/(Al, Ga)As QW of 32 ps [18].

We also found a large difference in $\tau_r$ between the DIW samples. For simplicity, $\tau_r$ is defined as the decay time constant of the sum of $\sigma^+$-polarized PL intensity. In Fig. 4(b) we show $\tau_r$ as a function of temperature for DIW-30 nm and DIW-15 nm. For the former, $\tau_r$ gradually increased from 200 ps at 60 K to 302 ps at 200 K. The increased $\tau_r$ indicates weakened thermal escape from the QDs, i.e., dominant reinjection of electron spins from the QWs. As a result, the PL quenching is significantly suppressed in this temperature regime, as shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(e). With further increasing temperature, $\tau_r$ decreased dramatically to 164 ps at 293 K as a result of the increasing thermal escape. The behavior for DIW-15 nm exhibited a sharp contrast, as $\tau_r$ gradually decreased from 192 ps at 6 K to 93 ps at 293 K. No increase in $\tau_r$ is observed, which clearly demonstrates significant reinjection suppression. Regardless of the shortened radiative lifetime, strong QD PL emission comparable to that of DIW-30 nm appeared at 293 K, as shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(e). This highly efficient light emission is derived from the more efficient carrier capture. At temperatures above 200 K, the PL intensity of the QD ES integrated in the initial time region of 0–30 ps for DIW-15 nm is approximately double that for DIW-30 nm (see the Supplemental Material [35]).

With increasing temperature, $\tau_r$ is dominated by the DP spin relaxation mechanism and decreases according to a $T^{-3}$ and $T^{-1}$ dependence in the bulk material and QW, respectively [19]. Therefore, the quantum confinement dimensionality can be determined by the temperature dependence of $\tau_r$. In Fig. 4(c) we show the $\tau_r$ values of the QD ESs as functions of temperature. For the reference QD, $\tau_r$ began to decrease above 50 K and exhibited a $T^{-1.8}$ dependence. The observed $\tau_r$ included the electron-spin
relaxation in both the QDs and the barrier. The re-injection of depolarized electron spins from the barrier largely decreased $\tau_s$ with increasing temperature [28].

This decrease in $\tau_s$ could be significantly mitigated by introducing the DIW structure. For DIW-30 nm, $\tau_s$ exhibited a $T^{-1.2}$ dependence, which is close to the DP spin relaxation in the QW. This behavior can be interpreted by considering dominant re-injection of the electron spins from the QW at high temperatures, as discussed above. It should be noted that the $\tau_s$ of DIW-15 nm exhibited a $T^{-0.8}$ dependence. This result is closer to that for an ideal QD, in which the DP spin relaxation is negligible. We expect that the thinner QW suppressed the relaxation of the re-injected electron spins, yielding a slower $P_e$ decay during light emission. This finding is supported by the large increase in $\tau_s$ in the QW, as shown in Fig. 4(d). A much longer $\tau_s$ is obtained for DIW-15 nm compared to that for DIW-30 nm, at 203 and 89 ps, respectively. This result demonstrates that the thinner QW containing quasi-QD examined in this study has strong quantum confinements comparable to the QD, i.e., quasi-three-dimensional quantum confinements.

In Fig. 4(e) we show the electron-photon spin conversion efficiencies as functions of temperature, which are obtained using $\tau_e$ and $\tau_s$ based on Eq. (1). It should be noted that the DIW-15-nm conversion efficiency reached almost 80% at temperatures above 200 K. This value is approximately double that for the reference QD and DIW-30 nm. Here, the highest $P_e$ up to 35% at room temperature has been previously reported in InAs/GaAs QDs under resonant circularly polarized excitation from the wetting-layer heavy-hole band (i.e., complete spin polarization of photogenerated carriers) [32]. The absolute $P_e$ value is higher than that achieved in this study, while the conversion efficiency has been limited to 35%, assuming that the electron-spin relaxation during ultrafast injection into the QD emissive state is negligible. In contrast, the time-averaged $P_e$ for DIW-15 nm largely decreased from 50% at 6 K to 20% at 293 K [see Fig. 3(d)]. This decrease in
of the electron spins reinjected from the QW (increased $P_e$ with increasing temperature (see the Supplemental Material [35]), which is due to the dominant DP spin relaxation in the three-dimensional barriers. Therefore, the net electron-photon spin conversion efficiency of the QDs is shown in Fig. 4(e). The superior conversion efficiency is attributed to the combination of the suppressed reinjection of the electron spins (decreased $\tau_r$) and the suppressed relaxation of the electron spins re injected from the QW (increased $\tau_e$) (see the Supplemental Material [35]). These findings indicate that suppression of the electron-spin relaxation in the layers surrounding the QDs is the important factor for realization of highly efficient electron-photon spin conversion at room temperature, and demonstrate that the proposed semiconductor hybrid nanosystem is the promising light source for optical spin devices operating at room temperature.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have demonstrated an electron-photon spin conversion efficiency of almost 80% at room temperature using (In,Ga)As QDs embedded in a GaAs QW, in which the wide distribution of the In atoms around the QDs creates a quasi-QD with quasi-three-dimensional quantum confinements. This semiconductor hybrid nanosystem with gradual quantum dimensionality reduction achieves efficient carrier capture and yields room-temperature luminescence stronger than that for conventional QDs by more than one order of magnitude. We have also demonstrated an electron-spin relaxation time that is more than three times longer than the radiative lifetime. The highly efficient electron-photon spin conversion achieved in this study is attributed to suppressed reinjection of the depolarized spins from the adjacent QW, along with suppressed relaxation of the electron spins re injected from the QW due to the quasi-three-dimensional quantum confinements in the QW containing quasi-QD. Therefore, the findings of this study suggest that suppression of thermally excited electron-spin relaxation around QDs is crucial for future room-temperature operation of QD-based spin-functional optical devices. The present semiconductor hybrid nanosystem paves the way for the development of a self-assembled dot-in-dot structure, which can further enhance the room-temperature electron-photon spin conversion efficiency.
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